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Abstract
Recently, the high-speed advances in biological technology ensures a growing
amount of biological studies, which offer more and more available biomedical
text resources. Different text processing methods and models are then involved
to mine information and knowledge from these resources, for example, Named
Entity Recognition (NER), which is technology trying to recognize gene, protein,
disease and other medical related entities, in biomedical domain. China has gradually come to play an important role in the global genomics-based testing and
treatment market, leading to an increasing amount of Chinese biomedical text
resources as well. However, there are only a few attempts to solve biomedical
NER task on Chinese texts can be found during the past decade. Furthermore,
as a new topic focusing on a very specific domain, there is even no previous
attempt on Chinese biomedical patents NER task.
Thus, in our study, we built a possible solution to solve this extremely domainspecific biomedical NER problem. During our project, we built our own Chinese
Biomedical patents dataset, then applied a BERT Pre-trained Language Model
and several different learning methods, to let it understand Chinese text contents
and solve NER task. Our optimal model finally archived a 0.54±0.15 F1 score
on our evaluation sets, then we did some further biomedical related analysis with
generated predictions by the final trained model. These analysis indicates that
our built solution and trained model is available to detect meaningful biomedical
entities and novel gene-gene interactions, just with limited labeled data, training
time and computing power.
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1 Introduction
In recent years, with the high-speed advances in biological technology, especially since the thrive of easier and cheaper next-generation sequencing, the
whole-genome analysis has been progressed rapidly, which inspired and boosted
biomedical research a lot. These growing amount of studies offer more and more
available biomedical text resources, such as scientific literature and patents. In
order to make better usage of these plentiful unstructured text data, different text
mining strategies were integrated with biomedical area. Latest speedily evolving
text processing methods and models ensure the opportunities for biomedical text
mining to mine information and knowledge, then foster biomedical and drug discovery research in return[1].
In our study, we are about to seek a possible solution to solve a biomedical
Named Entity Recognition (NER) problem, in order to recognize gene, protein
and disease entities from Chinese biomedical patents data, which is EnglishChinese code-mixing and has complex text writing style. In the rest part of this
chapter, a detailed explanation of context and background knowledge from both
text mining and biomedical aspect will be brought up, along with the introduction
of several previous attempts in similar topics and descriptions of our motivation
and research problem.

1.1 Biomedical Named Entity Recognition
Named entity recognition (NER) is a subtask of information extraction and text
mining, that seeks to locate and classify named entity mentions in unstructured
text into pre-defined categories. Compared with document or sentence level classification tasks, NER normally makes classifications on word or even character
level, giving each word or character a category label that denotes whether it is
part of a target named entity or not.
In biomedical text mining area, the application of NER is a widely discussed and
studied topic, which aims to distinguish, for example genes, proteins, cell types
or diseases, from the text in each document. These detected named entities will
then be available for further statistic analysis or relation extraction task to offer
evidence, resources or just give inspiration for biomedical research.
Naturally, once the concept of biomedical NER was first brought up, the need for
well-organized and high-quality labeled dataset started to grow speedily. Several
NER shared tasks have been built and organized to reach this need gradually. In
2003, the GENIA[2] corpus was collected by retrieving abstracts associated with
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specific MEDLINE query terms such as “human”, “blood cells” and “transcription factors”. The release of the GENIA corpus promoted text-mining studies in
the field of molecular biology and it serves as the seed for several tasks where
truthful training and test sets can be constructed[3]. Then, in 2004, The JNLPBA
shared task[4] is derived from five superclasses in the GENIA corpus while the
entities are named protein, DNA, RNA, cell line and cell type, respectively.

1.2 Chinese Biomedical Patents
While most biomedical shared tasks and NER collections were organized by using either online articles or academic literature, as we mentioned above, patents
are also huge and growing text resources available for biomedical text mining.
Compared with other biomedical text formats, patents tend to contain some
observations derived from or available for directly contributions in industrial areas, which probably would not appear in literature articles then. Thus, finding a
proper way to analyse text contents and detect latest discoveries in patents has
gathered interests and focus in order to give insights and inspirations for both
companies and researchers.
In 2013, the Supreme Court of the US invalidated the company Myriad Genetics’ claims to isolated genes, holding that, isolating genes found in nature are
not patentable, which would definitely influence the biomedical patent publishing
situation in the US during the following decades. Similarly, in 2015, Australian
judges ruled that an isolated gene was a discovery rather than a patentable
invention. Although Myriad’s gene patents are still valid in many other countries, commentators anticipate that judges in those jurisdictions might follow
the precedence of these suits and disallow the patentability of human genes[5].
Meanwhile, China has gradually come to play an important role in the global
genomics-based testing and treatment market, leading to an increasing amount
of biomedical discoveries in China as well. Moreover, according to the latest
Guidelines for Patent Examination (Guidelines) issued by the State Intellectual
Property Office of the People’s Republic of China in 2010, isolated genes with an
identified practical application are patentable in China then. In this case, whether
there will be a lot of interesting biomedical discoveries patented in China but
not in the US, especially during the period when that US patenting rule is valid,
naturally became an interesting question into researchers’ view.
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1.3 Motivations and Problem Statement
We have discussed above that how important and helpful to apply text mining
techniques on biomedical area, and why NER is one of the vital tasks here in
biomedical text mining domain. If focusing on biomedical NER attempts globally,
there has been a lot of work before solving this task with English text. However,
when turning our attention to Chinese biomedical NER, it was a pity that only
a few attempts can be found during the past decade. Detailed explanation and
descriptions of all these attempts will be givin in section 2 Background. Furthermore, as a pretty new topic focusing on a very specific domain, there is even no
previous attempt on Chinese biomedical patents NER, which means that we not
only lack a proven well-performed algorithm or solution, but also failed to find
any well-built benchmark dataset or even just available dataset.
Since the growing amount of Chinese biomedical patents text data, to solve the
interesting assumptions we have currently related to gene patented situation in
China, it is important to find a solution to process and understand these domain
specific data. Thus, here we solve a NER task on Chinese biomedical patents
text data, which is code-switched and have abundant uses of complex terms, in
order to do further analysis focusing on situation of genetic discoveries patented
in China.
To have a detailed resolving of this problem, we will need to build a dataset
ourselves (both unlabeled and labeled) since our work can be considered as the
first attempt on this specific topic. We will select a Natural Language Processing
(NLP) model which can understand Chinese text contents and solve NER task.
After we select the model and have our built labeled dataset, we train the model
and generate predictions on the unlabeled dataset with our trained model. Finally
we still need to do some post analysis on these generated predictions to mine
useful information and meaningful insights in biomedical domain.
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1.4 Summary and Thesis structure
In this section, we introduced the definition and situation of biomedical NER
task, along with descriptions of the specialty of Chinese biomedical patents data
and lack of previous NER attempt on this domain-specific data. Based on the
challenges and problems we discussed above, after our final implementation and
experiments, we can give a summary of the main contributions of our study:
- First attempt trying to solve this specific Chinese biomedical patents NER
problem with limited labeled data;
- Built 2 large unlabeled Chinese biomedical patents dataset;
- Built a humanly annotated gold standard labeled dataset, which contains
5,813 sentences and 2,267 unique named entities from 21 patents;
- Built a NER classifier which is available to detect gene, protein and disease names in Chinese biomedical patents text using a BERT pre-trained
language model;
- Further analysis focusing on Chinese biomedical discoveries patenting situations in recent years with the NER results generated by our built classifier
and dataset.
In the following sections, introduction of previous work and related knowledge
in both NLP and biomedical domain will be given in section 2 Background; our
complete workflow, implementation details and some information of our built
datasets will be explained in section 3 Methods; technical details and results of
both benchmark and training experiments of our selected NLP models, along with
the post analysis results, will be described and discussed in section 4 Experiments
and Results; finally, in section 5 Conclusions and Future Work, the summary and
limitation of our study will be given, which will then lead to discussions on
possible future work.
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2 Background
Before we explain our built dataset and learning methods, we first need to know
some background knowledge of models or theories we will be using in our workflow. In this section, we will introduce and give original sources of both the
important deep learning models and some bioinformatic concepts we applied
further in building our data set and NER classifiers.

2.1 Text style and characteristics
Before we start to make use of these patents documents, we can imagine that
it is definitely not a simple task to process Chinese biomedical patents data,
because of some typical traits of its text style. Similar to other Chinese biomedical text, Chinese biomedical patents will have code-mixing or code-switching
text which mainly because the protein and gene names are commonly written
in English (or the English names been noted after the Chinese one), while the
disease names and other contents will be written in Chinese. Moreover, even
just inside each single named entity, it is possible that the code-mixed expression still appears. For example, possible formats of the same protein ‘Interferon
gamma’ (official abbreviation form as ‘IFN-gamma’ or ’IFNG’) in Chinese patents
will be: 干扰素伽玛(pure Chinese format), 干扰素γ(Chinese short format), 干
扰素-gamma(code-mixing format), IFN-γ(globally commonly used abbreviation
format) or Interferon gamma(the original English name).
Besides, another vital problem of processing any Chinese text is that, if the
source was PDF files or text converted by PDF files using optical character
recognition (OCR), then, because of the large variety of Chinese characters and
their complex shapes, the OCRed text will have relatively low quality compared
with OCRed English text. If the text contents are in general domain, there has
been several well developed tools which can detect or correct possible OCR errors
automatically. But for domain specific text, popular existed tools based on simple
rules can not handle the OCR error well, especially if there are a lot complex and
difficult terminology using cases [6][7]. Facing this problem, we either need to
build an OCR or OCR correction tool by training a complex model with our own
domain specific dataset since we failed to find an existing one[8], or as what we
decided to do, as a ‘prototype’ attempt, continue with current text to see what
we can get in the further experiment. Then some improvements or future work
can be extended by other researchers who have interests in this topic.
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2.2 Prior work
2.2.1 Global biomedical NER models
If focusing on biomedical NER attempts globally, there has been a lot awesome work before solving this task with English text. [9] is a comparison study
on several different relatively traditional text mining methods. It compared the
NER classification results of 4 types of Word Embeddings combined with the
Conditional Random Field (CRF), 2 simple Reccurent Neural Networks (RNN)
and some statistical models such as Hidden Markov Model (HMM) and Support
Vector Machine (SVM). It shows that their built system using Word2vec+CRF
acchived the best performance, which was 72.82% F1 score on the JNLPBA
dataset.
Since the rapid advancement of deep neural networks these few years and the
amazing results archived by different Long short-term memory (LSTM) networks
when solving different text mining tasks, more and more recent biomedical NER
studies tend to use LSTM or other deep models as well. [10][11][12] are all
different work trying to solve biomedical NER task using an architecture that
contains a Bi-directional LSTM (Bi-LSTM) combined with a CRF final layer.
[13] was an attempt to find whether it is possible to improve the performance
when combine the Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) with the popular BiLSTM.

2.2.2 Chinese biomedical NER models
However, when turning our attention to Chinese biomedical NER, it was a pity
that only a few attempts can be found during the past decade. [14] was the
first work we can find related to this topic and the author believed that they did
this Chinese biomedical NER task as the first person. It created and calculated
several feature groups from its small gold dataset built with Chinese biomedical
research abstracts, then applied a CRF model on it. Although they showed their
best model got a 68.60±4.93(%) F1 score among 50 runs, since their dataset
was small (481 sentences and 1062 entities in total), the train-test split may have
influenced the results. Another sceptical point was that they split their train-test
set by randomly selecting sentences from their whole corpus, which seems not
correct since the dataset was actually built and organized in document level and
this action may probably cause one document being separated then appear in
both train and test set, which may definitely cause a little over-fitting in this case.
A recent attempt was [15], doing open concepts extraction from 4,931 biomedical articles which contain 41,733 sentences and 97,373 entities in total. The NER
part did not specify different NE categories, just try to find all NEs. Besides, it
only used dictionary matching and rule-based method for NE, the main classification model was for relation extraction. They got a 0.7604 F1 score for their
non-category-specified open concept NER and finally reached 0.522 F1 score for
their main relation extraction task.
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2.2.3 General domain Chinese NER models
Since the huge differences between English and Chinese language, even both in
the biomedical domain, it is still barely possible to take those English biomedical
NER attempts as references or standards when we plan to build our Chinese
biomedical patents NER system. Then naturally, we can take an eye on some
latest work on general domain Chinese NER tasks. The state of art NER model
at that time when we started our study was the Chinese Lattice LSTM[16], which
applied the Lattice structured RNNs framework and made some novel modifications to ensure the original Lattics network possible to solve segmentation-free
Chinese NER task.
In 2018, an inspirational work published by the Google research team was their
attempt to find a way using transformers to do language understanding, the so
called BERT model[17]. The high performance of BERT when applied on almost
all downstream NLP tasks and the possibility to fine-tune its original pre-trained
language model (LM) with little efforts and costs, made every researcher and
company interested in finding solutions with BERT to solve NLP problems we
could not solve before or just to improve current performance. There has definitely been attempts to solve Chinese NER in different domains with BERT as
well. For example, [18] applied BERT on the Microsoft Asian Research Literature NER benchmark dataset (MSRA)[19], while [20] tried to solve the Chinese
clinical NER and relation extraction task using BERT. All of them got promising
results after fine-tuning the classifier within a relatively short time.

2.3 Pre-trained Language Models
Text mining has many advances during the past decade. One of the always vital
text mining tasks is finding a representation of the un-structured text data, to
ensure the computer can understand and use it. Previous attempts started by
either using different encoding methods to encode text as numbers, or applying some statistical models on text to calculate the number representations[21].
As mentioned in the last subsection, deep neural networks has gained massive
progress within these few years, which naturally inspired applications of complex
and deep neural networks on text representation task[22]. Either those relatively
traditional statistical models, or recent deep neural network models, as long as
it aims to learn a representation of the text, it can be called a language model.
A language model trained on a sufficient amount of data containing general
domain text can then be applied on a lot different downstream NLP tasks since
it has learnt the representation of, or we can say ’understand’, that language.
In this case, this language model can be called a pre-trained language model.
Nowadays, this transfer learning style application has become really popular and
ensures a lot NLP tasks which cannot be solved or poorly solved before, more
possibility to be solved today, by using existed well-performed language models.
This can be implemented by either adding downstream task related layers on the
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language model or just simply change the output layer. When need to solve NER
tasks in specific domain, we can still apply the pre-trained language model which
were actually trained on general domain data, just by fine-tuning the pre-trained
model with domain-specific data.

2.4 NER Evaluation Metrics
The performance of classification problem is typically evaluated by a confusion
matrix as illustrated in Table 2.1 (for a 2 class problem). Here the ‘positive’ or
‘negative’ depends on the class or label we are interested in. When coping with
text data, or we can say in NLP domain, precision, recall and F1 score are usually
applied as evaluation measures, which can be calculated as:
- Precision = TP/(TP+FP);
- Recall = TP/(TP+FN);
- F1 = 2*(Precision*Recall)/(Precision+Recall).

Table 2.1: Confusion matrix
Actual Negative
Actual Positive

Predicted Negative
TN
FN

Predicted Positive
FP
TP

However, for NER task, which assigns a classification label for each word or
character in one sequence(sentence), naturally comes the problem that whether
to calculate the confusion matrix in word level or named entity level. Here we
applied the measurement method introduced at the conference CoNLL-2003,
which measures the performance of the systems in terms of precision, recall and
f1-score, where:
- Precision is the percentage of named entities found by the learning system
that are correct;
- Recall is the percentage of named entities present in the corpus that are
found by the system;
- A named entity is correct only if it is an exact match of the corresponding
entity in the data file[23].
The F1 score has been mentioned many times when we introduced the performance of prior work in section 2.2. In our study, we will also mainly focus on
F1 score measurement when we explain and discuss the results of NER, while
precision and recall scores will still be calculated and given in detailed results
table then.
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2.5 Biomedical Datesets and Databases
Because of the high-speed advances in bioinformatics, nowadays tons of biological datasets and databases are available for researchers in either biological
or data science areas. For example, as mentioned before, several biomedical
NER datasets, like JNLPBA and GENIA corpus, helped and inspired a lot further studies. Similarly, BC2GM is a biomedical NER dataset for BioCreative II
Gene Mention detection shared task, which contains 15000 training and 5000
test sentences derived from PubMed abstracts, with humanly annotated gene
mentions[14]. Besides, collaborations between different universities and research
institutions offer more and more well-built and huge in size genetic databases
to the world. HGNC is a database which stores unique symbols and names for
human locus[24], while the Universal Protein Resource (UniProt) is a comprehensive resource for protein sequence and annotation data[25].
For the general medical domain, since the growing needs for hospitals and medical researchers to store precious real-world clinical data in a structured way, the
International Classification of Diseases (ICD) has been built and maintained for a
long time by World Health Organization[26]. ICD-11 is the 11th version of ICD,
which is the diagnostic classification standard for all clinical and research purposes. With these biological and medical dataset and databases, we can collect
and extract approved gene, protein and disease names, then use then to build
dictionaries for automatic annotation matching, and also for our biomedical related post analysis after experiments.
String is a database of known and predicted protein-protein interactions. The interactions stem from computational prediction, from knowledge transfer between
organisms, and from interactions aggregated from other (primary) databases[27].
In our study, we will build gene-gene connection network with predictions generated by our trained model. Then we can apply the existed network in String
database, to compare and analysis our new generated networks. Detailed methods how we applied these datasets and databases will be described in section 3
Methods.
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3 Methods
3.1 Data collection and dataset building
Since our study can be considered as the first attempt to do NER with this very
specific domain text: Chinese biomedical patents, which means that we not only
lack experiments data to train our model, but also can not use general domain
data as alternative. Thus, the first step of the whole work will be collecting data
and start to build our own dataset.

3.1.1 Collecting patents
To collect large amount of in domain patents data at first stage, we need to select a proper source or we can say patents database which should allow us to do
customized searching, it should also have updated and abundant patents available. We did some simple analysis on the Google Patents[28] and Chinese official
CNIPA[29] patents search engine. We checked the patents searching results with
the same keywords on both website, then found that, Google Patents searching
results covered all results returned by CNIPA and can even return more results
than CNIPA some years, although this were probably caused by different versions of one same patents. Besides, Google Patents offers both plain text source
in its HTML page and PDF file source while CNIPA only offers PDF source.
Based on these results, we finally decided to use Google Patents database and
wrote our scripts to automatically download all available patents files with specific searching keywords. Here we collected two groups of Chinese patents, one
with searching keyword “人类AND基因” which means ”human AND gene”. We
retrieved patents within 1st January 2009 to 1st January 2019 with patent code
starting with ‘CN’. The other with keyword “乳腺癌AND生物标记物” which
means ”breast cancer AND biomarker” within 1st December 2012 to 1st January
2019 and with patent code starting with ’CN’ as well (we will call them ‘HG’
and ’BC’ to refer to these 2 dataset in the following).
Then we implemented a patent code filter to improve the real relatedness of
the searched patents to the keywords. The International Patent Classification
(IPC) provides for a hierarchical system of language independent symbols for
the classification of patents and utility models according to the different areas
of technology to which they pertain[30]. We first did some analysis on the distribution of the IPC codes of all patents in the same group, then based on the
analysis, we set the IPC codes we need to keep or filter. The detailed IPC codes
we kept or filtered for each group of patents are shown in the Appendix.
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Figure 3.1: Overall workflow diagram
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Text cleaning
After we applied our IPC code filter, we had 2659 and 53007 patents in the
BC and HG datasets, respectively. As we described in section 1 Introduction,
although we extracted these patents from the searched HTML webpage, the
patents text stored in the HTML seems also been converted from its original pdf
files since we noticed the differences from the HTML text and the pdf file availble
on the same webpage results and we can detect that thoes differences are mainly
some OCR errors. Although it is not available to use some general Chinese text
correction tools since the huge differences between biomedical patents text and
general domain text, we can still apply some basic text cleaning to improve the
text quality before we start annotation. These including:
1. Removing blank lines and redundant spaces inside each line;
2. Replacing space inside English and code-mixing parts with ’-’ symbol.
The first 2 steps is mainly led by the typical Chinese language processing style,
which is processing text in character level instead of word level. Thus, the splitting of sentences was then purely implemented by splitting by lines. In the final
BIO annotation files, each line contains only one character followed by its corresponding BIO tag, and each space or blank line in the file denotes the separation
of sentences. Thus, normal spaces appearing in English or code-mixing parts will
cause incorrect sentence splitting problem when feeding the text file to classifiers
or doing further post-processing.

3.1.2 Human annotated dataset
After we got our cleaned unlabeled patents data, we decided to build a small
human manually annotated dataset as our gold standard set, which would then
work for:
1. Training and evaluating the downstream NER task layer added on both
pre-trained and our re-trained language model;
2. Evaluating the quality of further silver standard dataset.
We randomly selected 21 patents from the total collection of our two unlabeled dataset, then only annotated gene, protein and disease named entities.
The named entity appeared in the patent text would be annotated with BIO
format tags in character level.
We tried 2 different open-source annotation tools, which are doccano[31] and
YEDDA[32]. While doccano is well-built with user-friendly UI and UX design
and can be deployed online, YEDDA looks a bit old and not very user friendly
and does not offer any online deployment function. However, one vital reason we
finally applied YEDDA as our mainly annotation tool was that it offers the automatic annotation function which simply just detecting named entities based on
current existed annotations in the same document. This function helped our annotation work and saved our time a lot since the specialty of biomedical patents
writing style that one term will be used and mentioned repetitively very often in
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the same document. Besides, it also offers a native inter-rater analysis function
which may also be useful if needed.
Rules and standards
We set up some standards and rules for our annotation work. The general annotation standards and rules are:
- 2 raters/annotators (inter-rater check);
- Read whole patent content to understand reference and meaning of the
terms first;
- In each paragraph or sentence, first need to read and understand the contents and contexts well, to make sure whether one specific term mention
refers to the gene or protein (e.g. the annotator should understand and be
clear that the mention ”the gene which coding the protein X” refers to a
gene but not protein);
- No nested or overlapping named entities allowed;
- Annotate the longest meaningful named entity preferentially;
- If detect a spelling or OCR error, still annotate the named entity when the
annotator make sure that there existed one inside its corrected format.
For each named entity type, we also set detailed rules on how to recognize and
categorize them. The named entity should be annotated as protein in these
cases:
- Growth factor (e.g. cytokine and other signal proteins);
- Most enzymes, enzyme families, or one category of special enzymes (e.g.
DNA polymerase, Acetyltransferase) except RNA enzymes (e.g. Ribozyme);
- Most antibiotics;
- Protein family (e.g. Histone, tubulin);
- Protein expression of a specific gene;
- Antibiotic drug conjugate (e.g. ADC);
- Peptide(s) or amino acid(s);
- Part of protein structure.
The named entity should be annotated as gene in these cases:
-

A protein coding gene;
Primer;
Nucleotide(s), nucleotide analogs (e.g. Adenine, 5-propanepyrimidine);
Ribozyme;
Gene probes, DNA microarrays and other gene products;
Gene family (e.g. DNA damage repair genes);
Expression vector: plasmid, specific ones constructed and named by the
patent holder;
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The named entity should be annotated as disease in these cases:
-

Traditional disease names or symptom (e.g. headache, stomachache);
Formal disease names (e.g. B-cell lymphoma, breast cancer);
A disease with some specific resistance;
Early or advanced period of disease;
Tumor or cancer molecular subclass (e.g. 三阴型/triple negative breast
cancer, 胃样癌/gastric-like).

Built dataset information
Now, we have 2 large unlabeled dataset and one small gold standard humanly
annotated dataset, here we can do some basic statistics then show the information of our 3 built dataset. The text contents information of all these 3 dataset
is shown in Table 3.1.
Table 3.1: Document information of built dataset
dataset: large unlabeled
n docs n sents n chars avg doc length (sents) avg sent length (chars)
BC
2,659 1.08M 160M
405
150
HG
53,007 21.75M 2.84B
410
130
dataset: manually annotated
gold set 21
5,813 0.78M
277
134

The annotation information of the gold standard set is shown in Table 3.2.
The row names indicate whether the value in table shows the number of total
appearance or only unique appearance. The column names indicate the each
single category, while ‘all’ indicate all 3 types of annotations.
Table 3.2: Annotation information of manually annotation dataset
total
unique

gene
1888
482

protein
5030
1053

disease
2739
732

all
9657
2267

3.1.3 Silver standard dataset
Since we have built two large unlabeled dataset, besides making a relatively small
humanly annotated set, we also want to seek a way to make fully use of the rest
huge amount of data. One idea is to build a silver standard or here we can
say distantly-supervised dataset, which is annotated by machines or algorithms
with existed humanly made annotations. To make sure the sufficient amount
and decent quality of the source or reference annotations, one commonly applied
method is to collecting annotations from existed well built gold standard dataset.
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Version 1 gene and protein names
Since one important code-mixing trait of Chinese biomedical patents is that,
most protein and gene names are written in English while the disease names
and rest contents are in Chinese, here we decided to collect and extract English protein and gene annotations from JNLPBA[4] and BC2GM[14] dataset.
More detailed, we only extracted gene annotations from BC2GM while both
gene and protein annotations from JNLPBA. After collecting, these extracted
annotations still need cleaning and organizing. We first removed all redundant
appearances make sure each appearance of gene and protein in the final annotation list is unique. Then we removed all single letter and only-digital annotations
since these would cause a lot meaningless matching in the patents text.
Version 2 gene and protein names
Besides using the existing well-built English Bio-NER dataset,in order to improve the reliability and authenticity of our source gene and protein annotations,
we also decided to apply existed bioinformatics databases. We make a query
in HGNC[24] to search for genes still academically approved so far, and in
UniProt[25] database to get only human proteins which are manually reviewed.
Both searching results can be directly downloaded and then ready to use after
doing some organizing. These group of reference gene and protein annotations
were considered as the 2nd version source while the previously extracted group
from Bio-NER dataset as 1st version source.
Chinese disease names
Then, we extracted Chinese disease names from the officially Chinese translated
version of ICD-11[33]. We only retained meaningful categories here, which should
meet these requirements:
1. Should be one of the leaf nodes which do not contain any child node if
considering the ICD system as a tree structure;
2. Should be a disease name despite of drug names, physical information of
diagnose and other non-disease categories;
Based on these 2 rules, we only retrieved these categories from ICD-11: A-L, N,
S and XH. Then we also removed all single character disease names to avoid a
lot meaningless matching in further experiments.
Now we have our 2 versions annotation collections ready, we then applied the
Aho–Corasick algorithm, which is a string-searching algorithm can solve matching task with huge reference ’dictionary’ with only linear complexity[34]. Unfortunately, after using the gold standard set to evaluate our generated annotations
which match our extracted ’dictionary’ on the unlabeled patent data, the quality
of this silver standard set was too poor to be applied on any further experiment.
So we would not consider to use this set during the design and implementation
of the training and predicting experiments then. The evaluation method and
results of this silver standard set will be given in section 3.3 Evaluation.
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3.2 Models and learning methods
When we were doing some work with gathering and organizing our data, we
started doing some researches and comparison of different Language models,
which were popular and performed well in Chinese NER task, at the same time.
We finally decide to do some benchmark comparison experiment to choose one
model between LatticeLSTM and BERT language models, since they both were
new and State-of-the-art models when it first released and both offered sufficient
supports for other researchers to replicate or use their models. The detailed information of benchmark dataset we applied, along with the comparison experiments
settings and results will be described in section 4 Experiments and Results.
After the benchmark experiments, we finally decided only use the BERT model to
build our further training experiments, because it not only performed better than
LatticeLSTM on both datasets, but also much more efficient especially on huge
datasets. Based on the size and type of dataset we already built, which were 2
large unlabled and one small gold standard labeled, we implemented 3 different
learning methods with BERT language model (diagram explanation shown in
Figure 3.2).
• Supervised original: fine-tuning all weights (BERT model layers plus
NER layer) using a relatively small learning rate, with our gold standard
dataset;
• LM mixed fine-tuning: first directly tuning weights of the BERT language model layers with unlabeled dataset; then repeat the supervised
original learning step;
• PartBERT+CRF fine-tuning: fine-tuning weights of part of the BERT
model (last 4 layers) plus an added CRF layer, with our gold standard
dataset (implemented with FlairNLP[35] package).

Figure 3.2: 3 different learning methods
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3.3 Evaluation
3.3.1 Dataset quality
As mentioned in several paragraphs before, to monitor not only the quality of our
building dataset, but also the performance of our built models and learning methods, we need to choose appropriate methods and measures to evaluate several
parts of our experiments. These evaluations all rely on our humanly annotated
dataset and the idea to consider it as ground truth (gold standard). Thus, it is
important to monitor the quality of this dataset first.
For common annotation tasks, Cohen’s Kappa is considered as the standard
measure to calculate inter-rater argument. Since we had 2 annotators for part
of our patents, we were supposed to monitor this measure to check the quality
of our gold standard dataset. However, recent years, it has been proved that for
NER tasks, Kappa does not seem to be the best measure[36]. This is because
Kappa needs the number of negative cases, which isn’t known for named entities.
Thus, here we calculated the communal F1 score of the 5 patents between the
2 annotators. We got a 0.95 average F1 for this 5 files, and 0.98, 0.91 and 0.97
F1 score for gene, protein and disease type entities, respectively, which told us
that it was good enough to be considered as our gold standard set then.
After we make sure our humanly annotated dataset is reliable enough, we can
use it as gold standard set to analyze our silver standard set(automatic matching
set). Here we treat this as a common classification evaluation task, that means,
we can calculate the precision, recall and F1 scores measurement values of the
overlap between the silver and gold standard set. Unfortunately, both our silver
standard set using the 2 versions reference annotations respectively, only got less
than 0.1 for all measurement scores, which was definitely not good enough to
be used to train any of our model. Possible reasons of this results and future improvements of this silver standard set will be discussed on section 5 Conclusions
and Future Work.

3.3.2 Model training performance
Based on some traits of Chinese biomedical patents text that both the writing
style and usage of entities differs a lot in each different patent. Thus, during
train-test set building step, if one patent was split into 2 parts which one part
appears in train set while the other in test set, which would definitely lead to
over-fitting. Thus, to avoid this problem, we should split train-test set on document level, which means, one patent can only appears in either train or test set
and cannot appears in both.
Beside, as described in section 3.1.2 Human annotated dataset, our gold set contains 21 Chinese biomedical patents randomly selected from the total collection
of our two unlabeled dataset. Although it has more then 5.8k sentences and 2.2k
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unique named entity appearance in total, it is still a relatively small dataset. To
make sure the model can learning enough information from the data, we decided
to split the gold standard set to 18, 2 and 1 patent for train, test and dev set,
respectively. Thus, we can imagine that, the 2 patents which were chosen as test
set can influence the test evaluation results a lot, this guess was also proven by
our real experiments results later.
To get more reliable evaluation results and monitor the stability of our models
and learning methods, we decided to make 5 versions of the train-test-dev set
groups, to implement a cross-validation-like evaluation method. Here, we randomly split the total set into 7 folds and each contains 3 patents. Then every
time to form a evaluation set group (cbp set), select one fold by order, use 2
patents in the fold as test set and another 1 as dev set. The rest 18 patents
(6 folds) would be considered as train set of that group. The process is also
explained and shown in Figure 3.3.

Figure 3.3: Split method of cross-validation-like evaluation sets
We call it cross-validation-like evaluation but not a cross-validation is because
we did not build 7 datasets (evaluation set groups) which use each of the total 7 folds as the test(plus dev) set, due to the concern of further experiment
efficiency, since every time one model will be trained and evaluated on all evaluation groups. Here we show the detailed information of these 5 set groups is in
Appendices.
As described above, each cbp sets group contains 18, 2 and 1 patent in train,
test and dev respectively. We will calculate the precision, recall and F1 scores
for each category of named entity and the Micro and Macro averages of all
mentioned measurement scores among all named entity categories. Then, the
average and standard deviation among all 5 groups cbp sets can also be calculated and monitor both the stability and more truthful performance of all our
implemented models and learning methods.
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3.4 Post processing and analysis
3.4.1 Predictions generation and cleaning
Based on the evaluation results of the training experiments, we can then choose
the optimal learning model, then apply the model on the full collection of our
gold standard set to get our final trained model. This model would be applied on
the huge unlabeled dataset to generate named entity predictions on the patent
text. We finally generated biomedical entity predictions on all 2,659 patents in
BC dataset and the 10,100 patents in part of HG dataset.
However, since the annotations are generated by predicting, it is possible that
there are some meaningless named entities or the ‘BIO’ tags are not located in
good order (‘I’ tag should always follows one ‘B’ tag and the type of ’I’ tags
can not be mixed). Thus, before we start some analysis, some post-processing
cleaning steps were needed. We first implemented a detector to detect annotated
named entities from the predictions. The rules to detect named entity are:
1. If one non-‘O’ sequence only contains one single character, discard it since
we assume a single character named entity of either gene, protein or disease
category will be meaningless;
2. Find any non-‘O’ sequence that starts with a B followed by only I-tags;
3. After step 2, if the tags belongs to the same category (gene, protein or
disease), store it; else, only store the first part with ‘BI...’ tags belongs to
the same category; other parts discarded.
Besides, after solving the ‘BIO’ tag location problem, we then filtered out the
named entities which contain non-alphabetic characters except ‘-’ or ‘ ’, to make
sure all remained named entities are meaningful. With these cleaned named entities, we can do some post analysis to mine useful and meaningful information
from our patents data.

3.4.2 Post statistics
We first did some basic statistics which analysis the overall NER information
of the predictions, for example, number of unique and total mentions of all
categories and several most commonly mentioned entities of each category. Then,
we analysis how the entity mentioned in our predictions changed with time.
We also focused on several biological technologies, including Next Generation
Sequencing(NGS), Whole Genome Sequencing(WGS), Polymerase Chain Reactionand(PCR), Electrospray Ionization(ESI), Capillary Gel Electrophoresis(CGE)
and Sanger Sequencing, to analysis the differences of biomedical entity prediction situation among patents mentioned different biological technology. Here we
set a synonyms list for all the technology, then did a simply matching to check
whether one patent mentions any of the synonyms, then the patent would be
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considered as using or mentioning corresponding technology. The detailed synonyms lists are shown in Appendices.
We also tried to build the gene-gene connection network using co-occurrence
network concept. The idea is that, we assume all gene entities, which appear in
the same 2 sentences in one patent, are all ‘connected’. The node weights and
edge weights would be updated and calculated as the number of patent documents which mention that node/edge. To get better visualization performance
and more reliable predicted edges, we would set a threshold on edge weights,
which equals the number of patents mentioning that edge. Any edge has weight
smaller than the threshold will not be involved in the final network which will
be visualized and analyzed then. Different thresholds were set to meet different
requirements in order to solve different tasks better. Thus, the detailed edge
weight threshold will be given in section 4 Experiments and Results when we
describe and explain the post analysis results then.
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4 Experiments and Results
In this section, some technical details of our implementation and experiments
will be given, along with the final results and explanation of our results. All
experiments and analysis were implemented with Python, and all benchmark,
model training and final predictions generating experiments were run on one
single NVIDIA Tesla K80 GPU with 11.5GB memory.

4.1 Benchmark experiments
We run some experiments using 2 benchmark datasets, to get a rough comparison between the model LatticeLSTM and BERT. The small demo is a sample
NER dataset offered by the original author of LatticeLSTM under its project
repository[37], while MSRA is a relatively big dataset, stands for the Microsoft
Asian Research Literature NER dataset. MSRA is commonly applied in most
STOA Chinese NER tasks and considered as benchmark dataset[19], while small
demo is really small and limited but can ensure a quick start and check of the
model performance on limited data. Detailed text contents and named eneity
information of both dataset was shown in Table 4.1.
Here we run the LatticeLSTM NER with the original codes offered by its author[37].
Since the BERT model itself was not trained for solving NER tasks, some modifications were needed to run it then. We applied and modified the codes offered
by [38], using the old-version official BERT PyTorch pre-trained model. Then
we also applied the FlairNLP package to implement a part-of-BERT version,
which was the same as the PartBERT+CRF model that we would use in the
final training experiment and has been explained in subsection 3.2 Models and
learning methods. The benchmark experiment results are shown in Table 4.2.
Table 4.1: Benchmark dataset information
dataset: small demo(total/unique)
n sents n chars avg sent l
PER
ORG
GPE
train 1148
49732
43
495/266
441/251
1202/289
test
316
14405
46
193/83
64/34
67/32
dev
113
5478
49
11/11
31/21
91/46
dataset: MSRA(total/unique)
n sents n chars avg sent l
PER
ORG
LOC
train 46364 2169876
47
17375/5918 20050/7887 33269/4662
test 4365 172601
40
1413/635 1267/518 2641/542
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LOC all entities
142/57 2280/863
14/8
338/157
52/17
185/95
all entities
70694/18467
5321/1695

Table 4.2: Benchmark experiments results
dataset: small demo
model name

precision

recall

f1 score

LatticeLSTM
FlairBERT
OriginalBERT

0.5467
0.3382
0.4182
0.7686
0.7570 0.7628
0.7292
0.6388
0.6910
dataset: MSRA

model name

precision

recall

f1 score

LatticeLSTM
FlairBERT
OriginalBERT

0.9196
0.9319
0.9173

0.9111
0.9165
0.9303

0.9153
0.9241
0.9237

training time
(s/epoch)
428
365
55
training time
(s/epoch)
26741
2779
2224

We can notice that, LatticeLSTM got way worse performance than both BERT
NER models on the limited small size demo dataset, while slightly worse then
both BERT models on the big MSRA dataset as well. However, at this stage,
the efficiency is also a very important measure since we had two huge dataset
and several possible training experiments to be run within a limited time. It is
obvious that although LatticeLSTM had good enough performance on the larger
dataset, its running speed is too low for our further experiments, as shown in the
results table. This was probably mainly because that the LatticeLSTM model is
a RNN-based model, which complexity can increase sharply while the input sequence length increases since it need to ’remember’ a lot memory or information
of the former parts of one sequence.
Thus, we decided only building our experiments NER models with BERT then,
and both these two implementations of BERT will be applied since they got
similar performance on either efficiency or classification results.

4.2 Model training experiments
After we selected BERT as our only Language Model to be applied in building our training models, the BERT original developing team collaborated with
hugging face team to release the updated new version of the PyTorch BERT implementation and pre-trained model, which ensure an easier way to implement
directly (re)training on whole BERT Language Model then. Thus, we implemented the LM mixed fine-tuning model(described in subsection 3.2) using the
hugging face BERT implementation[39] in the following experiments, while the
other 2 models were implemented in the same way as in benchmark experiments.
Before running our experiments, we still need some preparation for the Language
model training. Although BERT can directly use unlabeled text data to train its
Language model, to make sure the efficiency as well, we split 2 groups of smaller
sets out our 2 large unlabeled dataset. Both the smallBC and partHG groups
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Table 4.3: Dataset for fine-tuning language model
n docs n sents n chars
smallBC train 100
smallBC test
10
partHG train 10000
partHG test
100

41,016
2060
4.18M
36,097

6.13M
0.35M
0.54B
5.15M

avg doc length avg sent length
(unit: sents)
(unit: chars)
410
149
206
172
418
130
361
143

contains a train and test set and would be finally used to train the Language
model, detailed information of these 2 groups are shown in Table 4.3.
Now we can run our training experiments on all 3 models. For the final NER
layer, each model was trained for 40 epochs with the train set and a small dev
set, then evaluated on the test set, among all 5 cbp dataset (described in subsection 3.3 and detailed information shown in Table A.1).
The final results are shown in Table 4.4. Here we only show the average F1 score
and standard deviation of each model among our all 5 cbp dataset. The row
name ‘PartBERT+CRF’, ‘Supervised Original’ and ‘BERT LM mixed’ represent
our 3 models or training methods described in subsection 3.2 Models and learning methods.
The optimal results of each category has been noted as bold in the table. We can
notice that, the BERT LM mixed model which was trained on partHG dataset for
only 1 epoch got most optimal results in all categories, while actually all models
or training methods did not differ a lot. It seems like, indeed more data and more
training steps (or training epochs) can lead to better performance, this was also
indicated in original BERT paper[17]. However, the results also showed that, the
more data and longer training method can cause less stability if focusing on the
standard deviation shown in the table, fortunately they did not differ too much
among different models as well.

Table 4.4: Training experiments results
average f1
gene
protein
disease
macro avg micro avg
(among 5 dataset)
PartBERT+CRF
0.21±0.08 0.25±0.20 0.67±0.12 0.38±0.03 0.47±0.11
Supervised Original 0.31±
±0.21 0.34±0.11 0.60±0.09 0.42±0.09 0.49±0.16
BERT LM mixed
0.21±0.18 0.33±0.23 0.67±0.16 0.40±0.06 0.51±0.15
(smallBC 1epoch)
BERT LM mixed
0.26±0.19 0.36±
±0.24 0.67±0.12 0.43±
±0.06 0.52±0.15
(smallBC 30epochs)*
BERT LM mixed
0.27±0.21 0.33±0.22 0.70±
±0.12 0.43±
±0.06 0.54±
±0.15
(partHG 1epoch)
*

The ‘smallBC’ and ‘partHG’ indicates which unlabeled dataset the Language model was
trained on, while the ‘1epoch’ and ‘30epoch’ denotes the number of epochs the language
model was trained for.
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Another point is that, while all category, plus the two average scores did not got
very high results, all models achieved higher performance on recognizing ‘disease’ category entities. This was probably mainly because most disease names in
Chinese biomedical patents dataset were written in Chinese without any codemixing situation, and the original pre-trained BERT model we applied was a
general domain Chinese language model as well. It seemed reasonable that our
trained model can solve recognizing pure Chinese named entities better than
code-mixing cases then. Detailed classification results including all precision, recall and F1 scores of each model on each cbp dataset are shown in Appendices.

4.3 Post analysis
4.3.1 Basic information
After we generated some predictions on our unlabeled datset, we applied some
post processing steps to clean the predictions. The basic information of our
cleaned predictions on BC and HG dataset are shown in Table 4.5 and Table 4.6,
respectively. The gene, protein and disease entities are placed in green, blue
and light orange cells, respectively.

Table 4.5: Predicted named entities information of dataset BC
disease
548,871
45,047
乳腺癌
top10
HER2
(Breast cancer)
肺癌
VEGFR2
(Lung cancer)
前列腺癌
EGFR
(Prostate cancer)
卵巢癌
VEGFA
EGFR
(Ovarian cancer)
贝伐单抗
胰腺癌
KRAS
(Bevacizumab)
(Pancreatic cancer)
双特异性抗体
胃癌
CDR3
(Bispecific antibody)
(Gastric cancer)
肝癌
c-MAF基因
HER2
(Liver cancer)
(c-MAF gene)
轻链可变区
结肠癌
PLGF
(Light chain variable region)
(Colon cancer)
重链可变区
膀胱癌
CDR2
(Heavy chain variable region) (Bladder Cancer)
白血病
FGFR3
VEGF
(leukemia)

total
unique

gene
410,523
70,026

protein
933,106
129,791
单克隆抗体
(Monoclonal antibodies)
半胱氨酸
(Cysteine)
抗体片段
(Antibody fragment)
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all
1,892,500
244,864
乳腺癌
肺癌
前列腺癌
单克隆抗体
卵巢癌
胰腺癌
胃癌
半胱氨酸
肝癌
结肠癌

Table 4.6: Predicted named entities information of dataset HG
disease
all
319,571
1,306,958
187,674
817,066
乳腺癌
top10
dsRNA
单克隆抗体
(Breast cancer)
糖尿病
CXCR4
糖尿病
(Diabetes)
胞嘧啶
肺癌
IgG
赖氨酸
(Cytosine)
(Lung cancer)
核酶
重链可变区
前列腺癌
IgG
(Ribozyme) (Heavy chain variable region) (Prostate cancer)
轻链可变区
卵巢癌
TRPAl
重链可变区
(Light chain variable region)
(Ovarian cancer)
半胱氨酸
结肠癌
scFv
轻链可变区
(Cysteine)
(Colon cancer)
免疫球蛋白
胰腺癌
siRNA
肺癌
(Immunoglobulin)
(Pancreatic cancer)
胃癌
hTERT基因
CDR
半胱氨酸
(Gastric cancer)
(hTERT gene)
抗体片段
类风湿性关节炎
HER2
前列腺癌
(Antibody fragment)
(Rheumatoid arthritis)
利巴韦林
蛋白酶
动脉粥样硬化
免疫球蛋白
(Ribavirin)
(Protease)
(Atherosclerosis)

total
unique

gene
258,572
186,601

protein
728,815
442,791
单克隆抗体
(Monoclonal antibodies)
赖氨酸
(Lysine)

We can notice that, in both dataset, although we got most predictions of protein
entities, the top 10 common protein mentions are actually least meaningful or
reasonable compared with other entity types. It is interesting that with these
limited labelled data and not very high NER classification performance, and just
after some very simple post cleaning steps, the detected gene and disease entities
are really meaningful and the most common ones also seems very reasonable.
Besides, we can notice that our model can sucessfully recognize code-mixing
entities, like the c-MAF基因(c-MAF gene) in top 10 common gene mentions
shown in Table 4.5. This proved that our model and solution solved the codemixing problem of Chinese biomedical patents text then.
For predictions on dataset HG, all top 10 commonly mentioned entities are
quite different from dataset BC, but still has some overlappings, which are also
reasonable. Similarly, although the protein entities are most commonly recognized, they seems less meaningful or reasonable, that the antibody-based drugs
dominate over drug targets and protein biomarkers, for example, 免疫球蛋
白(Immunoglobulin) and 贝伐单抗(Bevacizumab), which are general definition
of one type of proteins or antibodies, and were also among top 10 commonly
mentioned protein entities of our 2 dataset. We think this may possibly caused
by that we annotated some more general protein concepts and those protein
drugs in our gold standard dataset as protein entities as well.
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This indicates that the style and quality of the gold standard dataset can influence
the final NER classification a lot even the size of dataset is limited. One vital
challenge for both annotators when building our gold standard dataset is that,
distinguishing among drugs, (diagnostic) biomarkers and drug targets proteins
and in which situation to annotate them as protein entity. Let alone for the
language model and the machine. We can imagine that if larger and higher
quality gold standard dataset is built in the future, by more annotators with
professional biomedical background knowledge, this model or solution may work
way better than current attempt.

4.3.2 Year trends and technology influence
Then, the detailed entity and document information changing with years are
analyzed and shown in Figure 4.1 for dataset BC and Figure 4.2 for dataset
HG. The ‘avg’ in legend names means it shows the average value among all
documents of one year, while the ‘uni’ means it only consider unique mentions.

(a)

(b)

Figure 4.1: Year trend of predictions on dataset BC (a) Average unique
biomedical entity information. (b) Number of patents.

(a)

(b)

Figure 4.2: Year trend of predictions on dataset HG (a) Average unique
biomedical entity mentions. (b) Number of patents.
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When focusing on the biomedical entity mentions situation per year of both
dataset, we can notice that protein was always the most mentioned entity type
every year, which was consistent with the overall entity prediction situation shown
in basic analysis part. The amount of average unique mentions of each entity
type did not change too much with years, and it shows a fluctuation situation as
well. While on the other hand, the number of documents in each dataset keeps
growing steadily every year.
We calculated the average unique gene entities detected from all patent documents mentioning one specific technology each year. We also calculated the
percentage of documents which mention different technology each year. The results of these two calculations are shown in Figure 4.3 for dataset BC and Figure
4.4 for dataset HG.

(a)

(b)

Figure 4.3: Biological technology influence analysis of dataset BC (a) Average unique gene entity mentions using different technologies. (b)
Percentage of patents mentioning each technology.

(a)

(b)

Figure 4.4: Biological technology influence analysis of dataset HG (a) Average unique gene entity mentions using different technologies. (b)
Percentage of patents mentioning each technology.
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The average unique gene mentions results of different technology used per year
did not show obvious changing trends, which are also consistent to the biomedical entity mentions situation per year. However, this may also because we only
retrieved patents no earlier than 2009, while both NGS and WGS was developed in the 1990s. If some future work can be done to include more and earlier
patents, there may possibly be some different discoveries then. We can notice
that, the percentage of patents graph of both dataset show a trend that, the
mentions or usage of relatively new technology (NGS and WGS) keeps growing
with years, while for older ones (CGE and SANGER) it slowly decreases then.
And it is really obvious that PCR is always the most commonly mentioned or
used technology among our selected ones all along.

4.3.3 Connection network
We calculated and generated gene-gene connection (co-occurrence) network
from gene entity predictions of dataset BC (set edge weight threshold as 5)
and HG dataset (set edge weight threshold as 2), respectively. The whole visualization of the two networks are given in Appendices. Here we will show part
of both network and give some explanations and analysis. A part of HG dataset
whole network was shown in Figure 4.5.

Figure 4.5: Part of gene connection clusters generated by HG dataset
(edge weight threshold: 2)
We can notice there are 3 different gene clusters, which are meaningful and reasonable that all genes in the same cluster indeed have real biological interactions
or close relations(e.g. from same gene family). There are also a lot other similar clusters in both whole version networks, which indicates that our predictions
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and co-occurrence network mining method can indeed find relatively reliable and
meaningful connections among genes.
However, from one part of the gene network generated by BC dataset, shown in
Figure 4.6, we can still find some problems are unsolved during this study. One
vital one is the repetitive appearance of the same gene entity node caused by
different reasons.

Figure 4.6: Part of gene connection network generated by BC dataset
In each of the red blocks noted on the figure, we can notice that both 2 nodes
are actually referring the same gene but one of them are written in a code-mixing
format with word ‘基因’(gene) behind the gene name, while the other without.
This indicates the first reason of repetitive gene node appearance, which is the
code-mixing written style of Chinese biomedical patents text. Another reason is
the OCR error since our text source (Google patent HTML plain text contents)
were probably derived from corresponding official Chinese patent PDF files. This
can be indicated by the 3 nodes inside the dark blue blocks noted on the figure.
The 3 nodes are actually referring to the same gene ‘BRCA1’, but the ‘1’ in
the 3 node names are written as ‘1’, ‘l’ and ‘I’(lowercase ‘L’ and uppercase ‘i’)
respectively, leading to 3 different gene nodes then.
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Besides 2 large gene connection networks, we also calculated a small cluster
network only focusing on interactions among gene ‘BRCA1’ and its all first-degree
neighbours, in order to do an example comparison using STRING database.
We calculated the ‘BRCA1’ gene cluster from BC dataset since ‘BRCA1’ is a
breast cancer related biomarker and BC dataset is also a breast cancer related
patents dataset. The visualization of our predicted BRCA1 network (edge weight
threshold: 3), plus a BRCA1 network derived from STRING database [27] with
text mining edge sources (top 30 common first degree neighbours), are shown
in Figure 4.7.

(a)

(b)

Figure 4.7: Comparison of BRCA1 gene network (a) BRCA1 gene network
generated by predictions of our BC dataset, yellow colored nodes
are connected with BRCA1 with top 10 edge weights; (b) BRCA1
gene network generated by STRING databases, yellow colored
nodes are top 10 common neighbours of BRCA1 in STRING.
Nodes enclosed in red circle are matching ones of two networks.
As shown in the figure, the nodes connected with BRCA1 with top 10 edge
weights in our predicted network match 4 genes(nodes) of top 10 common
neighbours of BRCA1 in the STRING network, and 6 nodes in our predicted
network match what appear in STRING BRCA1 network in total. Obviously that
our predictions contains much more novel gene nodes and edges compared with
STRING one. Since we already only retrieved the edges with text mining sources
from STRING database, here indicates that the novel nodes and edges appeared
in our predicted network are possible to be new discoveries or patented in China
but not in Europe (since STRING is part of ELIXIR Core Data Resources, which
are a set of European data resources[40].) However, better performed NER classifiers and more network comparisons are still needed to prove these assumptions
then.
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5 Conclusions and Future Work
5.1 Conclusions
In this study, we found a possible solution to solve the biomedical NER problem
on the very specific domain, Chinese biomedical patents data, which is EnglishChinese code-mixing and has complex text writing style. We built our own Chinese Biomedical patents dataset, including one humanly labeled gold standard
dataset which contains 5,813 sentences and 2,267 unique named entities from
21 patent documents, and two large unlabeled dataset which contain 2,659 and
53,007 patent documents respectively.
We tried an example benchmark experiment to compare the LatticeLSTM and
BERT pre-trained language model trained on general domain Chinese text data
to solve NER tasks. We found that the LatticeLSTM did not work better than
both BERT models we implemented, and need way longer training time then
BERT as well. Thus we continued with only the BERT models during our training
experiments. After we implemented 3 different BERT models and learning methods, we trained and evaluated them on our evaluation sets. The results showed
that the BERT LM mixed model, which was trained on partHG dataset(unlabled
10,000 patents in train set, 100 in test set) for only 1 epoch, got the optimal
results in all entity categories, while actually all models or training methods did
not differ a lot. The best model got a 0.54±0.15 micro average F1 score among
all entity types (among all evaluation sets).
We finally generated some predictions with the trained best model (trained on the
whole gold standard dataset), then did some further biomedical related analysis.
These analysis indicates that our built solution and trained model is available to
detect meaningful biomedical entities and can found some novel gene and genegene interactions, just with limited labeled data, training time and computing
power.
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5.2 Limitations and possible improvements
However, as a first attempt to solve this extremely domain-specific NER task,
we did not get a very high classification performance, and still a lot possible
work can be done for further improvement. As mentioned in section 3.1.3 Silver
standard dataset, we finally failed to built a good silver standard dataset, which
we have concluded that the mainly reason are: 1). lack of high quality and open
source Chinese biomedical entity data; 2). OCR errors in original text source; 3).
code-mixing written style. Based on these 3 reasons, several future work can be
inspired then.
First is that, once there are more good and available Chinese biomedical entity data, especially gene and protein entity Chinese names data, it will surely
increase the possibility to build high-quality silver standard dataset, which can
ensure further remote-supervised learning and better usage of unlabeled data.
Secondly, just as described in subsection 2.1, OCR errors problem can possibly
be solved or alleviated by building a specific Chinese biomedical OCR or OCR
correction tool, based on training a Language model or existed OCR frame with
some domain-specific data as what was attempted in [6] and [8].
Code-mixing is actually a very common language usage style in a lot countries
and areas, for example India and Hong Kong. Thus, there has been some attempts trying to solve Chinese-English code-mixing problems in general domain,
and more commonly with speech data since this code-mixing usage seems more
possible to happen in non-official situations, for example casual conversations or
social media posts[41][42]. Thus, it will be interesting to try some code-mixing
language model in general domain to check whether it can improve current NER
performance then.

5.3 Extension work
Besides the above possible steps to solve current limitations and problems, there
is also some extension work which may improve current solution. As we found
in either our training experiment results or further analysis, the size and quality
of gold-standard dataset, plus the training time/steps, can really influence the
NER classifier performance a lot. Thus, although we offered a solution to solve
Chinese biomedical NER task with limited labeled data, if larger and higher quality labeled dataset are available, and if more training steps on unlabeled can be
ensured, it is highly possible that the model can work way better then.
In the final part of our study, we did some biological related post analysis in order to mine some meaningful information from our generated predictions. There
are still a lot interesting topics of mining meaningful biological information from
text mining resources, which we can try in the future. The first point is that, we
built our gene-gene connection network using the co-occurrence concept, it is
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interesting if further relation extraction work can be done and make comparison
between connections derived by co-occurrence then.
Secondly, as mentioned in section 4.3.2 Year trends and technology influence,
more patents and patents earlier than year 2000 can be involved in future attempts, in order to discover possible changes of gene and protein mentioned
influenced by NGS and WGS, which were both developed in the 1990s. And
more technologies can also be involved analyzing the influence, or directly try to
detect biomedical technology entities during the NER process.
Besides, our analysis can then be considered as resources to build a gene or
protein search platform, which can offer corresponding patent and some entity
related information when search for one specific gene, protein or disease name.
For example, [43] is such an AI-Assisted antibody searching platform which did
the similar thing. These type of platforms can then save a lot less useful or less
novel topics when start a project and will definitely inspire some interesting new
studies as well.
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A Appendices
A.1 Detailed IPC code filters
The filters were set based on analysis on our patents data. We would first determine whether a
patent contain codes from the ‘exception codes list’, if does, the patent would be discarded; if not,
we then need to determine whether the patent contains codes from the ‘kept codes list’, if does,
keep it, else discard.
kept codes for dataset BC: A61, C07, C12N, C12Q, G01N, G16B, G16C, G16H kept codes for
dataset HG: A61, C07, C12N, C12Q, C12Y, C12P, C12M, G01N, G16B, G16C, G16H Exception
codes for both dataset: A01, A21, A23, B09, C02, C09, C10, C11, C05, H01, H04, Y02
A61: medical or veterinary science; hygiene;
C07: organic chemistry;
C12N: microorganisms or enzymes; compositions thereof; propagating, preserving or maintaining
microorganisms; mutation or genetic engineering; culture media;
C12Q: measuring or testing processes involving enzymes, nucleic acids or microorganisms; compositions or test papers therefor; processes of preparing such compositions; condition-responsive
control in microbiological or enzymological processes;
C12Y: enzymes;
C12P: fermentation or enzyme-using processes to synthesise a desired chemical compound or composition or to separate optical isomers from a racemic mixture;
C12M: apparatus for enzymology or microbiology; apparatus for culturing microorganisms for producing biomass, for growing cells or for obtaining fermentation or metabolic products, i.e. bioreactors or fermenters;
G01N: investigating or analysing materials by determining their chemical or physical properties;
G16B: bioinformatics, i.e. information and communication technology [ict] specially adapted for
genetic or protein-related data processing in computational molecular biology;
G16C: computational chemistry; chemoinformatics; computational materials science;
G16H: healthcare informatics, i.e. information and communication technology [ict] specially adapted
for the handling or processing of medical or healthcare data;
Y02: technologies or applications for mitigation or adaptation against climate change;
A01: agriculture; forestry; animal husbandry; hunting; trapping; fishing;
A23: foods or foodstuffs; their treatment, not covered by other classes;
C02: treatment of water, waste water, sewage, or sludge;
C09: dyes; paints; polishes; natural resins; adhesives; compositions not otherwise provided for; applications of materials not otherwise provided for;
C11: animal or vegetable oils, fats, fatty substances or waxes; fatty acids therefrom; detergents;
candles;
C05: fertilisers; manufacture thereof;
H01: basic electric elements;
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H04: electric communication technique;
B09: disposal of solid waste; reclamation of contaminated soil;
A21: baking; edible doughs;
C10: petroleum, gas or coke industries; technical gases containing carbon monoxide; fuels; lubricants; peat;

A.2 Detailed synonym list of each biological technology
‘NGS’: NGS, next-generation-sequencing, 二代测序, 第二代DNA测序, 下一代测序, Illumina,
illumina;
‘WGS’: WGS, whole-genome-sequencing, 全基因组测序;
‘PCR’: PCR, polymerase-chain-reaction, qPCR, 聚合酶链式反应, 多聚酶链式反应;
‘ESI’: ESI, electrospray-ionization, 电喷雾;
‘CGE’: CGE, capillary-gel-electrophoresis, 毛细管凝胶电泳;
‘SANGER’: 桑格, sanger-sequencing.

A.3 Detailed information of cross-validation-like evaluation
datasets
Table A.1: Datasets for cross-validation-like evaluation
(train/test/dev)
cpb00*
cpb01
cpb02
cpb03
cpb04
(train/test/dev)
cpb00
cpb01
cpb02
cpb03
cpb04
*

gene total
1756/121/11
1518/16/354
1852/36/0
1130/737/21
1829/26/33
disease total
1756/73/8
2583/156/0
2006/709/24
2402/337/0
2035/177/527

gene unique
453/20/9
355/2/125
458/25/0
319/157/8
452/10/23
disease unique
728/2/6
702/53/0
560/230/2
684/78/0
511/103/194

cbp stands for Chinese Biomedical Patents.
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protein total
4984/3/43
3236/158/1636
4941/89/0
4865/157/8
4475/472/83
all total
9398/197/62
7337/330/1990
8799/834/24
8397/1231/29
8339/675/643

protein unique
1018/3/33
780/110/178
1026/30/0
974/81/2
952/88/25
all unique
2199/25/48
1837/165/303
2044/285/2
1977/316/10
1915/201/242

A.4 Detailed cross-validation-like experiments results
Table A.2: Detailed training experiments results
dataset
measure
gene
protein
disease
macro
avg
micro
avg
dataset
measure
gene
protein
disease
macro
avg
micro
avg
dataset
measure
gene
protein
disease
macro
avg
micro
avg
dataset
measure
gene
protein
disease
macro
avg
micro
avg
dataset
measure
gene
protein
disease
macro
avg
micro
avg

PartBERT+CRF fine-tuning
cbp02
cbp03
f1
pre rec
f1
pre rec
0.25 0.64 0.19 0.30 0.39 0.07
0.22 0.30 0.13 0.19 0.47 0.23
0.55 0.89 0.53 0.66 0.89 0.56

f1
0.12
0.31
0.69

pre
0.12
0.80
0.67

cbp04
rec
0.12
0.42
0.44

f1
0.12
0.55
0.61

avg f1
0.21
0.25
0.67

std f1
*0.08
0.20
0.12

0.44

0.34

0.61

0.28

0.38

0.58

0.29

0.37

0.53

0.33

0.43

0.38

*0.03

0.40

0.41

0.40

0.83

0.47

0.60

0.66

0.22

0.33

0.67

0.47

0.55

0.47

*0.11

f1
0.57
0.27
0.69

pre
0.35
0.44
0.52

cbp01
rec
0.44
0.41
0.64

f1
0.39
0.42
0.57

Supervised Original
cbp02
cbp03
pre rec
f1
pre rec
f1
0.35 0.47 0.40 0.14 0.09 0.11
0.24 0.45 0.31 0.19 0.26 0.22
0.78 0.65 0.71 0.68 0.46 0.55

pre
0.05
0.56
0.44

cbp04
rec
0.19
0.46
0.55

f1
0.08
0.50
0.49

avg f1
*0.31
0.34
0.60

std f1
0.21
*0.11
*0.09

0.73

0.51

0.44

0.50

0.46

0.46

0.52

0.47

0.34

0.27

0.29

0.35

0.40

0.36

0.42

0.09

0.60

0.64

0.61

0.47

0.52

0.49

0.70

0.62

0.65

0.29

0.21

0.24

0.51

0.47

0.48

0.49

0.16

pre
0.40
0.00
0.84

cbp00
rec
0.24
0.00
0.99

f1
0.30
0.00
0.91

pre
0.00
0.50
0.52

LM
cbp01
rec
0.00
0.53
0.65

mixed fine-tuning (smallBC 1epoch)
cbp02
cbp03
f1
pre rec
f1
pre rec
f1
0.00 0.56 0.42 0.48 0.20 0.11 0.14
0.52 0.21 0.35 0.26 0.26 0.40 0.31
0.58 0.80 0.72 0.76 0.71 0.48 0.58

pre
0.09
0.54
0.44

cbp04
rec
0.31
0.57
0.64

f1
0.14
0.56
0.52

avg f1
0.21
0.33
0.67

std f1
0.18
0.23
0.16

0.41

0.41

0.40

0.34

0.39

0.37

0.52

0.50

0.50

0.39

0.33

0.34

0.36

0.51

0.41

0.40

0.06

0.55

0.51

0.52

0.49

0.56

0.52

0.73

0.67

0.70

0.35

0.25

0.28

0.50

0.58

0.53

0.51

0.15

pre
0.35
0.01
0.79

cbp00
rec
0.31
0.33
0.90

f1
0.33
0.02
0.84

pre
0.29
0.51
0.51

fine-tuning (smallBC 30epochs)
cbp02
cbp03
pre rec
f1
pre rec
f1
0.53 0.53 0.53 0.12 0.10 0.11
0.22 0.31 0.26 0.38 0.32 0.35
0.83 0.69 0.75 0.77 0.52 0.62

pre
0.04
0.60
0.49

cbp04
rec
0.08
0.65
0.68

f1
0.05
0.63
0.57

avg f1
0.26
*0.36
0.67

std f1
0.19
0.24
0.12

0.38

0.51

0.40

0.44

0.50

0.47

0.53

0.51

0.51

0.42

0.31

0.36

0.38

0.47

0.42

*0.43

0.06

0.51

0.53

0.51

0.59

0.58

0.54

0.75

0.65

0.69

0.33

0.24

0.28

0.55

0.64

0.59

0.52

0.15

pre
0.52
0.00
0.78

cbp00
rec
0.40
0.00
0.92

f1
0.46
0.00
0.84

pre
0.15
0.38
0.58

LM
cbp01
rec
0.31
0.53
0.89

mixed fine-tuning (partHG 1epoch)
cbp02
cbp03
f1
pre rec
f1
pre rec
f1
0.20 0.44 0.61 0.51 0.18 0.11 0.14
0.44 0.24 0.38 0.30 0.32 0.32 0.32
0.71 0.80 0.73 0.76 0.72 0.57 0.64

pre
0.02
0.61
0.46

cbp04
rec
0.04
0.59
0.64

f1
0.02
0.60
0.53

avg f1
0.27
0.33
*0.70

std f1
0.21
0.22
0.12

0.43

0.44

0.43

0.37

0.58

0.45

0.49

0.57

0.52

0.41

0.33

0.37

0.36

0.42

0.38

*0.43

0.06

0.61

0.59

0.59

0.46

0.69

0.55

0.72

0.69

0.70

0.35

0.26

0.30

0.55

0.58

0.56

*0.54

0.15

pre
0.65
0.00
0.79

cbp00
rec
0.17
0.00
0.96

f1
0.26
0.00
0.86

pre
0.17
0.32
0.48

cbp01
rec
0.50
0.17
0.65

0.48

0.38

0.37

0.32

0.75

0.46

0.46

pre
0.62
0.16
0.60

cbp00
rec
0.52
0.86
0.82

0.46

LM mixed
cbp01
rec
f1
0.31 0.30
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A.5 Whole version of gene co-occurrence networks

Figure A.1: Gene connection network generated by BC dataset (edge weight threshold: 5)
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Figure A.2: Gene connection network generated by HG dataset (edge weight threshold: 2)
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